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WHAT'S IN A NAME?
October 11, 2010 by JoLynne Lyon
The CPD's own history reflects how words fall out of favor.
Our center's beginnings date back to the President's Panel on Mental Retardation, convened in 1961 by President John F. Kennedy. The
panel’s cringe‑worthy title was common terminology back then—and many sources cite the panel’s creation as a milestone in the disability
field. It certainly led to this center’s existence.
The panel made recommendations that were later incorporated into public laws 88‑164 and 88‑156, allocating money to university‑affiliated
facilities that would provide research and services for people with disabilities. (Interestingly, those laws both had names, and both included
the R‑word. When they’re referenced now, it’s by their numbers.)
The Center for Persons with Disabilities—or the Exceptional Child Center, as it was known then—was one of the university‑affiliated facilities.
In those early days, services for people with disabilities were focused on curing and preventing what was then termed mental retardation
(MR). “Nationally the verbage in the laws talked mostly about MR, but even then it was much broader than that,” said Dr. Marvin Fifield,
former CPD director.  Muscular issues, speech and language pathologies and health issues caused by autoimmune diseases were all put
under the same umbrella. Today they fall under the developmental disability category.
“At that point in history mental retardation was a disability that needed addressed through research and services,” said Gordon Richins, the
CPD’s consumer advocate. Over time, though, the term became less medical, more insulting. Today it offends people with disabilities. (See
the comments by people with disabilities and their family members below.)
Federal lawmakers agreed it was time for a change in terminology when they passed Rosa’s Law last month. “Mentally retarded” will now be
replaced by “person with an intellectual disability” in federal health, education and labor law. As the terms change, so does the philosophy,
which is less centered on curing and preventing disease and more focused on services, education and employment to people with
disabilities.
Here are some reactions to the changes in terms and in philosophy from members of the CPD’s Consumer Advocacy Committee:
“You’re labeling individuals in a demeaning manner when you use the R word.”
‑‑Gordon Richins, CPD Consumer Advocate.
“Another shift has been the move from diseases to conditions. This is important especially when a condition is something you cannot catch.”
‑‑ Matthew Bone, family advocate, CPD Consumer Advisory Council.
“Boy did someone hit my 'hot button' when it comes to the R‑word...I have hated that word, well, since it was linked with part of my
daughter's disability. Kids throw it around like it's a substitute for 'stupid.' What's worse is that I have heard adults use the same word
interchangeably. One goal that was set at Logan High (actually when my oldest was still attending there) was to ban the use of the 'R‑word',
and it worked for a long time. Now with two daughters there still, I walk the hallways and hear ALL sorts of things from kids’ mouths...but you
know what I have to think? They hear it from somewhere too, and if they are allowed to repeat what they hear at school, it spreads like a
cancer. Words can be hurtful, and when you hear them as a parent as applied to any child, you want to shake the individual and tell them
how 'stupid' THEY are. ... I am not a violent person, but when I hear certain words they put me on edge. I wish I could go on 'Oprah' (since
everyone watches her) and announce that very statement.Off my soapbox now...breathing normally....thank you for listening!”
‑‑Charlotte Spencer, CPD Consumer Advisory Council member
"My experience with the old term was that I was teased and called it growing up. Kids tried to fight me as well. It was very challenging for
me, being called and seeing others being called it as well. I wanted to give up at times but got through it. I am so thankul for Rosa's Law
now."
‑‑Tom Brownlee, CPD Consumer Advocacy Council Chairman.
